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ABSTRACT 

Debris strikes on operational spacecraft are becoming more common due to increasing numbers of space objects. 
Sample return missions indicate hundreds of minor strikes, but rigorous analysis is often only performed when a 
strike causes an anomaly in spacecraft performance. Developing techniques to identify and assess minor strikes that 
do not immediately cause anomalous behavior can help to validate models for debris populations, perform risk 
assessments, and aid in attribution of future anomalies. This study examines the telemetry of several NASA 
spacecraft and experiments with the application of various algorithms to identify debris strikes.  

The algorithms for debris strike identification are developed through a combination of simulation and examination 
of on-orbit telemetry during known debris strikes. Simulations are used to determine the expected effects of strikes 
on a spacecraft’s attitude control system (ACS). A handful of known debris strikes on active NASA spacecraft are 
examined to determine the response of telemetry to the strike. A Matlab architecture is developed to ingest historical 
telemetry from a database and apply various algorithms to several types of telemetry to accentuate the effects of 
debris strikes for easier detection. Multiple types of telemetry are examined to improve detection rates and reduce 
the incidence of false alarms, since debris strike indications in individual telemetry points are often subtle and easily 
overwhelmed by noise.  

Telemetry is examined from several of NASA’s space science missions representing a variety of spacecraft types 
and orbital regimes. These include spinners as well as 3-axis stabilized spacecraft, in LEO, HEO, and GEO orbit, as 
well as on interplanetary trajectories and at Lagrange points. A customized suite of algorithms is developed to 
process each spacecraft’s telemetry leveraging their unique instrument suites.  

The telemetry points examined include data from accelerometers, plasma probes, rate gyros, star trackers, etc. 
Relevant state-of-health telemetry is also used, for example the star tracker’s high rate flag has been tripped during 
known debris strikes. Processing techniques are highly dependent on the type of telemetry being examined. For 
example, the plasma probes tend to show close agreement, but then some probes exhibit spikes during debris strike 
events, so the algorithms flag those deviations as events of interest. Other processing techniques include match 
filters tuned to the spacecraft’s expected ACS response to debris strike momentum perturbations and sequential 
probability ratio tests to identify small unexpected deviations from nominal states. 

This research applies a variety of change detection techniques to the debris strike problem to gain additional insight 
into debris strikes on operational spacecraft. When a debris strike causes anomalous behavior the telemetry is 
analyzed thoroughly to determine the causes and effects of the anomaly, but when a debris strike’s effects are subtle 
and fairly benign the event can go unnoticed. This research produces techniques and algorithms to identify and 
assess these minor debris strikes with a high degree of autonomy. Assessing and cataloging minor debris strikes 
using normal spacecraft telemetry allows any spacecraft to be used as an in situ debris sensor, which can help to 
validate debris models while aiding in the attribution of future anomalies.  
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